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InsulatIng Breather MeMBrane - solutions for Part l & section 6

Keeping buildings insulated, water tight and air tight

The only cost effective Class W1 insulating

membrane available in the UK



the unique spun bond structure of 

means that it is the only Class W1 insulating breather

membrane available in the uK.

provides this and much more:
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therma-breathe is put through a

metalising process to provide a low-e

surface to the outer face. this provides

increased thermal resistance without

increasing the overall thickness of the

construction. this lowers u-values and

means that 2015 Building regulations

can be achieved with a standard

140mm stud construction.

Much lower u-values can be achieved if

alreflex Platinum or alreflex ultratherm

are used between the timber studs.

achieving Part l & section 6 Compliance

BBA certified - No 15/5216
Providing assurance that the
product is tested to British
Standards and will last the
lifetime of the building.

Can be left uncovered for up
to 4 months and still retain
full performance.

Total surface breathes due to
unique spun bonded
manufacturing process.

U-value greatly improved
without increasing the
thickness of the structure.

Strong, lightweight and
flexible making the product
easy to install.

Low E surface helps keep
buildings warm in the winter
and cool in the summer.

CE marked.

The primary function of a breather membrane is
to provide a protective layer that is resistant to
the passage of water and allows vapour to
dissipate (allowing the structure to breathe).

TRADA recommends that a Class W1 membrane
is used in areas of high exposure to wind driven
rain or where rainwater penetration of the cladding
is expected, we believe that a water tight
membrane (Class W1) should be the very least to
expect from the product protecting your structure.

U-value
table Alreflex

Ultratherm
Alreflex
Platinum

Mineral wool



reflects

radiant heat

allows water

vapour to

pass through

resists air

penetration

resists water

penetration

Keeping buildings insulated, water tight and air tight.

Unlike other insulating breather membranes
Therma-breathe provides excellent performance
in all aspects required in a breather membrane.

Being water tight it prevents water penetrating into
the structure, allows vapour to escape and helps
to reduce the air permeability of the structure.

Not only does Therma-breathe
provide better Water Penetration
resistance to all of its competitors,
but it also has a better Vapour
Transmittance.

The spun bond structure of
Therma-breathe means that the
entire surface of the product is
breathable. Other insulating
breather membranes adhere an
Aluminium face to a standard
membrane and then perforate
both layers.

Not only does this reduce their
resistance to the passage of water
but also means that they can only
'breathe' through the perforations.

as part of the BBa certification process therma-

breathe has been age tested to ensure that it

continues to perform for the lifetime of the building.

to further prove the durability of the product it has

been subjected to extensive real world testing. to

further test the long term performance of the

product it was fitted to a dwelling in

Cambridgeshire and was

then left exposed to the

elements for 33 months.

the performance of the

exposed therma-breathe

was then tested again. the

reduction in performance

was minimal, and it still

achieved a water tightness

of Class W1.

real World exposure testing

Water Tightness
Water Resistance
Tensile MD/XD

Standard Unit New North: after
33 months UV

South: after
33 months UV

EN 13859-2
EN 20811

EN 13859-2

Class
cm

N/5cm

W1 W1 W1
>200 200/220 160/180

212/164215/180250/210

Comparison of exposed product
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ISO 14001
Environmental

T:

F: 

E:

W:
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01582 429305
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PROPERTY METHOD UNITS NOMINAL MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
Water vapour transmission (sd) ES ISO 12572 (C) m 0.03 0.01 0.05 
Flexibility at low temperature EN 1109 °C - - - 40 

 - - 1W ssalc )A( 8291 NE ssenthgit retaW
 - - )+( ssalc 2-52911 OSI NE erif ot noitcaeR

Maximum tensile force (MD) EN 12311-1 N/50mm 250 200 300 
Elongation at max. tensile force (MD) EN 12311-1 % 10 6 14 
Maximum tensile force (XD) EN 12311-1 N/50mm 210 170 250 
Elongation at max. tensile force (XD) EN 12311-1 % 13 8 18 
Resistance to tearing MD (nail shank) EN 12310-1 N 90 65 115 
Resistance to tearing XD (nail shank) EN 12310-1 N 85 60 110 
Artificial ageing by UV and heat: EN 1297 & EN 1296 residual value    

 - - 1W ssalc )A( 8291 NE ssenthgit retaW  
  Maximum tensile force (MD)   EN 12311-1 % 90 - - 
  MD elongation at max. tensile force   EN 12311-1 % 85 - - 
  Maximum tensile force (XD)   EN 12311-1 % 90 - - 
  XD elongation at max. tensile force   EN 12311-1 % 85 - - 

Essential Characteristics Performance
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Product Information

Therma-breathe has been developed in
partnership with DuPont and utilises their
Tyvek technology.

This tried and tested product range has
been a mainstay of the construction industry
for decades in the UK and across Europe.

Roll Sizes:

Thickness:

Emissivity:

Mass per unit area:

0.48mx100m,1.5mx100m,
2.4mx100m, 2.7mx100m

0.22mm

0.10

83g/m2

thermal economics highly qualified and

experienced technical Department can provide a

range of calculations and assessments including:

SAP Calculations

PSi Assessments

Condensation Calculations

U-value Calculations

CSH / BREEAM Assessments

Energy Performance Certificates

We provide design advice, calculations and studies

to many of the largest house builders in the uK.

We can design cost effective solutions to meet

your needs that comply with the latest building

regulations and beyond.

We can also help to provide bespoke, high

performance solutions for planning requirements,

Csh/BreeaM credits or to overcome project

specific issues.

technical services


